
Date & day of 
Exam

Time SEMESTER Aeronautical Engineering Mechatronics Engineering

9:30 am to 10:00 am 1FY2-20-Engineering Physics (Lab) -

11:00 am to 11:30 am 1FY2-21-Engineering Chemistry (Lab) -

12:30 pm to 01:00 pm 1FY1-22-Language (Lab) -

02:30 pm to 03:00 pm 1FY3-24-Computer Programming (Lab) -

04:00 am to 04:30 pm 1FY3-26-Basic Electrical Engineering (Lab) -

04:30 pm to 05:00 pm 1FY3-28-Computer Aided Engineering Graphics (Lab) -

04:30 pm to 05:00 pm 2 2FY3-39-Computer Aided Machine Drawing (Lab) -

Date: 11.12.2020

School of Aeronautics (Neemrana)

B.TECH. : B.T.U ONLINE INTERNAL BACK EXAMINATION SCHEDULE SEMESTER I & II

1

1

16.12.2020 
(Wednesday)

Authorized Signature Date: 11.12.2020Authorized Signature

Note: 1. Answer Sheet PDF of Internal Improvement for semester 1 & 2 can only be uploaded within the first 15 minutes after the exam time is exhausted. So 
students need to upload their answers in those 15 minutes after the exam time. By any chance if any student fails to upload his/her answer sheet pdf, he or she 
will not be able to submit it by any other method.

2. Students of B.Tech Sem I & II please note while uploading the Internal Imporvement examination answer copies via, the link. Please make sure to fill your basic 
details correctly as asked in the form otherwise your submission will be rejected. Also note that you have to choose the Batch, Semester, course, Name of the 
faculty,  Email I'd of the faculty, Subject etc. wisely while uploading the Internal Improvement copies, and also double check the entries before final submission.

3. The students are required to select the information the basic details correctly then only it will go for the Submission, then only it is a valid examination paper. If 
their is any one wrong Information it will not be taken as a correct submission. For this reason only uploading time is given 15 minutes to avoid this mistakes and 
Students are required to concentrate and be conscious while submitting the answer copies of Internal Improvement Examination.
According to you it might be a careless/a very minor mistake but according to the system it will not recognised your Submission. Since B.Tech. Aeronautical 
Engineering itself is a precious course where Zero Error is required.
So kindly here after whatever the Submission are required through online fill the correct details as well as cross check it before submitting your final submission.



Date & day of 
Exam

Time SEMESTER Aeronautical Engineering Mechatronics Engineering

9:30 am to 10:00 am 2 CY-102- Engineering Chemistry (Lab) -

11:00 am to 11:30 am 6AN7 Aircraft Design  (Lab) -

12:30 pm to 01:00 pm 6AN8 Aerodynamics (Lab) -

02:00 pm to 02:30 pm 6AN9 Airframe Lab (Lab) -

03:00 pm to 03:30 pm 6AN10 Soft Skill development (Lab) -

04:00 pm to 04:30 pm 6AN11 Professional Ethics & Disaster Management (Lab) -

Date: 11.12.2020Authorized Signature

Note: 1. Answer Sheet PDF of Internal Improvement for semester 2, 6 can only be uploaded within the first 15 minutes after the exam time is exhausted. So 

School of Aeronautics (Neemrana)
B.TECH. : R.T.U ONLINE INTERNAL BACK EXAMINATION SCHEDULE SEMESTER II & VI

6

15.12.2020 
(Tuesday)

Note: 1. Answer Sheet PDF of Internal Improvement for semester 2, 6 can only be uploaded within the first 15 minutes after the exam time is exhausted. So 
students need to upload their answers in those 15 minutes after the exam time. By any chance if any student fails to upload his/her answer sheet pdf, he or she 
will not be able to submit it by any other method.

2. Students of B.Tech Sem II, VI please note while uploading the Internal Imporvement examination answer copies via, the link. Please make sure to fill your basic 
details correctly as asked in the form otherwise your submission will be rejected. Also note that you have to choose the Batch, Semester, course, Name of the 
faculty,  Email I'd of the faculty, Subject etc. wisely while uploading the Internal Improvement copies, and also double check the entries before final submission.

3. The students are required to select the information the basic details correctly then only it will go for the Submission, then only it is a valid examination paper. If 
their is any one wrong Information it will not be taken as a correct submission. For this reason only uploading time is given 15 minutes to avoid this mistakes and 
Students are required to concentrate and be conscious while submitting the answer copies of Internal Improvement Examination.
According to you it might be a careless/a very minor mistake but according to the system it will not recognised your Submission. Since B.Tech. Aeronautical 
Engineering itself is a precious course where Zero Error is required.
So kindly here after whatever the Submission are required through online fill the correct details as well as cross check it before submitting your final submission.


